The #299 door stop is designed to convert pivot mounted single doors to double acting doors which allows the door to open in the opposite direction in the event the normal door opening is blocked by an obstruction.

Door stop to be installed per template.

Fig. 1 shows the door and door stop in the single (normal) acting mode. To retract the sliding stop, push the lever in the direction shown after applying slight pressure against the door in its normal opening direction. The sliding stop will lock in the retracted position by pushing the lever as far as it will go. The door may now be used in the emergency (double acting) mode. (Fig. 2)

The sliding stop is manually released from the locked position by pushing the lever in, moving it in the direction opposite that is shown in Fig. 1 and releasing it. The sliding stop will then extend itself.

If the stop is inadvertently left extended while door is in the reverse open position, pushing the door against the stop will retract the mechanism, allowing the door to return to its normal operating mode. See Fig. 3. Continued use in this manner, however may cause damage to the edge of the door and therefore is not recommended.